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Abstract
As machine learning becomes more widely used
for critical applications, the need to study its im-
plications in privacy turns to be urgent. Given
access to the target model and auxiliary informa-
tion, model inversion attack aims to infer sensi-
tive features of the training dataset, which leads
to great privacy concerns. Despite its success in
grid-like domains, directly applying model inver-
sion techniques on non-grid domains such as graph
achieves poor attack performance due to the dif-
ficulty to fully exploit the intrinsic properties of
graphs and attributes of nodes used in Graph Neu-
ral Networks (GNN). To bridge this gap, we present
Graph Model Inversion attack (GraphMI), which
aims to extract private graph data of the training
graph by inverting GNN, one of the state-of-the-
art graph analysis tools. Specifically, we firstly
propose a projected gradient module to tackle the
discreteness of graph edges while preserving spar-
sity and smoothness of graph features. Then we
design a graph auto-encoder module to efficiently
exploit graph topology, node attributes, and target
model parameters for edge inference. With the pro-
posed methods, we study the connection between
model inversion risk and edge influence and show
that edges with greater influence are more likely
to be recovered. Extensive experiments over sev-
eral public datasets demonstrate the effectiveness
of our method. We also show that differential pri-
vacy in its canonical form can hardly defend our
attack while preserving decent utility.

1 Introduction
Machine learning (ML) algorithms based on deep neural
networks have achieved remarkable success in a range of
domains such as computer vision [Zhang et al., 2020],
natural language processing [Liu et al., 2020], and graph
analysis [Wang et al., 2019]. Meanwhile, the impact of
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machine learning techniques on privacy is receiving more
and more attention because many machine learning applica-
tions involve processing sensitive user data (e.g., purchase
records) [Fioretto et al., 2020]. Attackers may exploit the
output (i.e., black-box attack) or the parameters (i.e., white-
box attack) of machine learning models to potentially reveal
sensitive information in training data.

According to the attacker’s goal, privacy attacks can be
categorized into several types, such as membership infer-
ence attack [Shokri et al., 2017], model extraction attack
[Tramèr et al., 2016], and model inversion attack [Fredrik-
son et al., 2015]. Of particular interest to this paper is model
inversion attack which aims to extract sensitive features of
training data given output labels and partial knowledge of
non-sensitive features. Model inversion attack was firstly
introduced by [Fredrikson et al., 2014], where an attacker,
given a linear regression model for personalized medicine
and some demographic information about a patient, could
predict the patient’s genetic markers. Generally, model in-
version relies on the correlation between features and out-
put labels and try to maximize a posteriori (MAP) or like-
lihood estimation (MLE) to recover sensitive features. Re-
cently, efforts have been made to extend model inversion to
attack other machine learning models, in particular Convo-
lutional Neural Networks (CNN) [Fredrikson et al., 2015;
Aı̈vodji et al., 2019]. Thus far, most model inversion attacks
are investigated in the grid-like domain (e.g., images), leav-
ing its effect on the non-grid domain (e.g., graph structured
data) an open problem.

Graph Neural Network (GNN) as one of the state-of-the-
art graph analysis tools shows excellent results in various ap-
plications on graph-structured data [Kipf and Welling, 2017;
Veličković et al., 2018]. However, the fact that many GNN-
based applications such as recommendation systems [Wu et
al., 2019b] and social relationship analysis [Wang et al.,
2019] rely on processing sensitive graph data raises great pri-
vacy concerns. Studying model inversion attack on GNNs
helps us understand the vulnerability of GNN models and en-
able us to avoid privacy risks in advance.

Motivation scenario: Figure 1 shows one concrete mo-
tivation scenario of model inversion attack on GNN mod-
els. Users’ friendships are sensitive relational data, and users
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Figure 1: One motivation scenario in social networks

want to keep them private. Sometimes social network data
is collected with user permission to train GNN models for
better service. For example, these trained GNN models are
used to classify friends or recommend advertisements. Then,
the trained models are broadcast to customers or local clients.
If the attacker can obtain the trained GNN model from ma-
licious clients, with some auxiliary knowledge crawled from
the internet, model inversion attack can be performed to re-
construct friendships among users.

In this paper, we draw attention to model inversion at-
tacks extracting private graph data from GNN models. We
focus on the following adversarial scenario. Given the trained
GNN model and some auxiliary knowledge (node labels and
attributes), the adversary aims to reconstruct all the edges
among nodes in the training dataset. However, model in-
version attack on graphs brings unique challenges. Firstly,
existing model inversion attack methods can barely be ap-
plied to the graph setting due to the discrete nature of graphs.
Different from the continuous image data, gradient computa-
tion and optimization on binary edges of the graph are dif-
ficult. Secondly, current model inversion methods fail to ex-
ploit the intrinsic properties of graph such as sparsity and fea-
ture smoothness. In addition, existing model inversion attack
methods cannot fully leverage the information of node at-
tributes and GNN models. For example, node pairs with sim-
ilar attributes or embeddings are more likely to have edges.

To address the aforementioned challenges, we propose
Graph Model Inversion attack (GraphMI) for edge recon-
struction. GraphMI is designed with two important modules:
the projected gradient module and the graph auto-encoder
module. The projected gradient module is able to tackle
the edge discreteness via convex relaxation while preserv-
ing graph sparsity and feature smoothness. The graph auto-
encoder module is designed to take all the information of
node attributes, graph topology and target model parame-
ters into consideration for graph reconstruction. Based on
GraphMI, we investigate the relation between edge influence
and model inversion risk and find that edges with greater in-
fluence are more likely to be reconstructed. Furthermore, we
show that differential privacy, in its canonical form, is of lit-
tle avail to defend against GraphMI. Experimental results on
several public datasets show the effectiveness of GraphMI 1.

1https://github.com/zaixizhang/GraphMI

2 Related Work
Based on the attacker’s goal, privacy attacks can be catego-
rized into several types such as membership inference attack
[Shokri et al., 2017], model extraction attack [Tramèr et al.,
2016] and model inversion attack [Fredrikson et al., 2015].
Membership inference attack tries to determine whether one
sample was used to train the machine learning model; Model
extraction attack is one black-box privacy attack. It tries to
extract information of model parameters and reconstruct one
substitute model that behaves similarly to the target model.
Model inversion attack, which is the focus of this paper, aims
to reconstruct sensitive features corresponding to labels of
target machine learning models.

Model inversion attack was firstly presented in [Fredrikson
et al., 2014] for linear regression models. [Fredrikson et al.,
2015] extended model inversion attack to extract faces from
shallow neural networks. They cast the model inversion as an
optimization problem and solve the problem by gradient de-
scent with modifications to the images. Furthermore, several
model inversion attacks in the black-box setting or assisted
with generative methods are proposed [Aı̈vodji et al., 2019;
Zhang et al., 2020] in the image domain. Thus far, no existing
model inversion attack has focused on the graph domain.

3 Problem Formulation
3.1 Preliminaries on GNNs
One task that GNN models are commonly used for is semi-
supervised node classification [Kipf and Welling, 2017].
Given a single network topology with node attributes and a
known subset of node labels, GNNs are efficient to infer the
classes of unlabeled nodes. Before defining GNN, we firstly
introduce the following notations of graph. Let G = (V, E)
be an undirected and unweighted graph, where V is the vertex
(i.e. node) set with size |V| = N , and E is the edge set. De-
note A ∈ {0, 1}N×N as an adjacent matrix containing infor-
mation of network topology and X ∈ RN×l as a feature ma-
trix with dimension l. In a GNN model, each node i is associ-
ated with a feature vector xi ∈ Rl and a scalar label yi. GNN
is used to predict the classes of unlabeled nodes under the ad-
jacency matrix A and the labeled node data {(xi, yi)}Ntrain

i=1 .
GNN uses all nodes’ input features but only Ntrain < N
labeled nodes in the training phase.

Formally, the k-th layer of a GNN model obeys the mes-
sage passing rule and can be modeled by one message passing
phase and one readout update phase:

mk+1
v =

∑
u∈N (v)

Mk(h
k
v , h

k
u, euv), (1)

hk+1
v = Uk(h

k
v ,m

k+1
v ), (2)

where Mk denotes the message passing function and Uk is
the vertex update function. N (v) is the neighbors of v in
graph G. hkv is the feature vector of node v at layer k and euv
denotes the edge feature. h0v = xv is the input feature vector
of node v.

Specifically, Graph Convolutional Network (GCN) [Kipf
and Welling, 2017], a well-established method for semi-
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Figure 2: Overview of GraphMI

supervised node classification, obeys the following rule to ag-
gregate neighboring features:

Hk+1 = σ
(
D̂−

1
2 ÂD̂−

1
2HkW k

)
, (3)

where Â = A + IN is the adjacency matrix of the graph
G with self connections added and D̂ is a diagonal matrix
with D̂ii =

∑
j Âij . σ(·) is the ReLU function. Hk and

W k are the feature matrix and the trainable weight matrix
of the k-th layer respectively. H0 = X is the input feature
matrix. Note that in most of this paper, we focus on two-
layer GCN for the node classification. Later, we show that
our graph model inversion attack can be also performed on
other types of GNNs, including GAT [Veličković et al., 2018]
and GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al., 2017].

3.2 Problem Definition
We refer to the trained model subjected to model inversion
attack as the target model. In this paper, we will firstly train
a GNN for node classification task from scratch as the tar-
get model. We assume a threat model similar to the existing
model inversion attacks [Fredrikson et al., 2015].
Attacker’s Knowledge and Capability: We will focus on
the white-box setting. The attacker is assumed to have ac-
cess to the target model f and can employ some inference
technique to discover the adjacency matrix A of the training
graph. In most of the paper, we assume the attacker has labels
of all the nodes. In addition to the target model f and node
labels, the attacker may have other auxiliary knowledge to fa-
cilitate model inversion such as node attributes, node IDs or
edge density. We will discuss the impact of auxiliary knowl-
edge and the number of node labels on attack performance in
the following sections.
Model Inversion of Graph Neural Networks: Let θ be
the model parameters of target model f . During the
training phase, f is trained to minimize the loss function
L(θ,X,A, Y ):

θ∗ = arg min
θ
L(θ,X,A, Y ), (4)

where Y is the vector of node labels and X is the feature
matrix. Given the trained model and its parameters, graph

Algorithm 1 GraphMI
Input: Target GNN model fθ∗; Node label vector Y ; Node
feature matrix X; Learning rate, ηt; Iterations T ;
Output: Reconstructed A

1: a(0) is set to zeros
2: Let t = 0
3: while t <T do
4: Gradient descent: a(t) = a(t−1) − ηt∇Lattack(a);
5: Call Projection operation in (13)
6: end while
7: Call Graph auto-encoder module in (14)
8: Call Random sampling module.
9: return A

model inversion aims to find the adjacency matrix A∗ that
maximizes the posterior possibility:

A∗ = arg max
A

P (A|X,Y, θ∗). (5)

4 Proposed Algorithm
Next we introduce GraphMI, our proposed model inversion
attack on GNN models.

4.1 Attack Overview
Figure 2 shows the overview of GraphMI. Generally,
GraphMI is one optimization-based attack method, which
firstly employs projected gradient descent on the graph to
find the “optimal” network topology for node labels. Then
the adjacency matrix and feature matrix will be sent to the
graph auto-encoder module of which parameters are trans-
fered from the target model. Finally, we can interpret the
optimized graph as the edge probability matrix and sample a
binary adjacency matrix. We summarize GraphMI in Algo 1.

4.2 Details of Modules
Projected Gradient Descent Module: We treat model in-
version on GNNs as one optimization problem: given node
features or node IDs, we want to minimize the cross-entropy
loss between true labels yi and predicted labels ŷi from the
target GNN model fθ∗. The intuition is that the recon-
structed adjacency matrix will be similar to the original ad-
jacency matrix if the loss between true labels and predicted
labels is minimized. The attack loss on node i is denoted by
`i(A, fθ∗ , xi, yi) where A is the reconstructed adjacency ma-
trix, θ∗ is the model parameter of the target model f and xi is
the node feature vector of node i. The objective function can
be formulated as:

min
A∈{0,1}N×N

LGNN (A) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

`i(A, fθ∗ , xi, yi)

s.t. A = A>.

(6)

In many real-world graphs, such as social networks, cita-
tion networks, and web pages, connected nodes are likely to
have similar features [Wu et al., 2019a]. Based on this ob-
servation, we need to ensure the feature smoothness in the
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optimized graph. The feature smoothness can be captured by
the following loss term Ls:

Ls =
1

2

N∑
i,j=1

Ai,j(xi − xj)2, (7)

where Ai,j indicates the connection between node vi and vj
in the optimized graph and (xi − xj)2 measures the feature
difference between vi and vj . Ls can also be represented as:

Ls = tr(X>LX), (8)

where L = D−A is the laplacian matrix ofA andD is the di-
agonal matrix ofA. In this paper, to make feature smoothness
independent of node degrees, we use the normalized lapacian
matrix L̂ = D−1/2LD−1/2 instead:

Ls = tr(X>L̂X) =
1

2

N∑
i,j=1

Ai,j(
xi√
di
− xj√

dj
)2, (9)

where di and dj denote the degree of node vi and vj . To en-
courage the sparsity of graph structure, F norm of adjacency
matrixA is also added to the loss function. The final objective
function is:

arg min
A∈{0,1}N×N

Lattack = LGNN + αLs + β‖A‖F

s.t. A = A>,
(10)

where α and β are hyper-parameters that control the con-
tribution of feature smoothing and graph sparsity. Solving
equation (10) is a combinatorial optimization problem due
to edge discreteness. For ease of gradient computation and
update, we firstly replace the symmetric reconstructed ad-
jacency matrix A with its vector form a that consists of
n := N(N − 1)/2 unique variables in A. Adjacency ma-
trix A and vector a can be converted to each other easily,
which ensures the optimized adjacency matrix is symmetric.
Then we relax a ∈ {0, 1}n into convex space a ∈ [0, 1]n.
We can perform model inversion attack by firstly solving the
following optimization problem:

arg min
a∈[0,1]n

Lattack = LGNN + αLs + β‖a‖2. (11)

The continuous optimization problem 11 is solved by pro-
jected gradient descent (PGD):

at+1 = P[0,1]

[
at − ηtgt

]
, (12)

where t is the iteration index of PGD, ηt is the learning rate,
gt is the gradients of loss Lattack in 10 evaluated at at, and

P[0,1][x] =

{
0 x < 0
1 x > 1
x otherwise

(13)

is the projection operator.

Graph Auto-encoder Module: In GraphMI, we propose to
use graph auto-encoder (GAE) [Kipf and Welling, 2016] to
post-process the optimized adjacency matrixA. GAE is com-
posed of two components: encoder and decoder. We transfer

part of the parameters from the target model fθ∗ to the en-
coder. Specifically, feature matrix and adjacency vector a are
sent to the fθ∗ and the node embedding matrix Z is generated
by taking the penultimate layer of the target model fθ∗ , which
is denoted as Hθ∗(a, X). Then the decoder will reconstruct
adjacency matrix A by applying logistic sigmoid function to
the inner product of Z:

A = sigmoid(ZZ>),with Z = Hθ∗(a, X). (14)

The node embeddings generated by the graph auto-encoder
module encode the information from node attributes, graph
topology, and the target GNN model. Intuitively, node pairs
with close embeddings are more likely to form edges.
Random Sampling Module: After the optimization
problem is solved, the solution A can be interpreted as a
probabilistic matrix, which represents the possibility of each
edge. We could use random sampling to recover the binary
adjacency matrix; see details in the appendix.

4.3 Analysis on Correlation between Edge
Influence and Inversion Risk

In previous work [Wu et al., 2016], researchers found feature
influence to be an essential factor in incurring privacy risk.
In our context of graph model inversion attack, sensitive fea-
tures are edges. Here we want to characterize the correlation
between edge influence and inversion risk. Given label vec-
tor Y , adjacency matrix A and feature matrix X , the perfor-
mance of target model fθ∗ for the prediction can be measured
by prediction accuracy:

ACC(fθ∗ , A,X) =
1

N

N∑
i=1

1(f iθ∗(A,X) = yi), (15)

where, f iθ∗(A,X) is the predicted label for node i. The influ-
ence of edge e can be defined as:

I(e) = ACC(fθ∗ , A,X)−ACC(fθ∗ , A−e, X), (16)

where A−e denotes removing the edge e from the adjacency
matrix A. [Wu et al., 2016] proposed to use adversary ad-
vantage to characterize model inversion risk of features. The
model inversion advantage of adversary A is defined to be
P [A(X, fθ∗) = e] − 1/2, where P [A(X, fθ∗) = e] is the
probability that adversary A correctly infer the existence of
edge e. Next, we introduce our theorem.
Theorem 1. The adversary advantage is greater for edges
with greater influence.

We defer the proof to the appendix. Intuitively, edges with
greater influence are more likely to be recovered by GraphMI
because these edges have a greater correlation with the model
output. In the following section, we will validate our theorem
with experiments.

5 Experiments
In this section, we present the experimental results to show
the effectiveness of GraphMI. Specifically, our experiments
are designed to answer the following research questions:
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Method Cora Citeseer Polblogs USA Brazil AIDS ENZYMES
AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP AUC AP

Attr. Sim. 0.803 0.808 0.889 0.891 - - - - - - 0.731 0.727 0.564 0.567
MAP 0.747 0.708 0.693 0.755 0.688 0.751 0.594 0.601 0.638 0.661 0.642 0.653 0.617 0.643
GraphMI 0.868 0.883 0.878 0.885 0.793 0.797 0.806 0.813 0.866 0.888 0.802 0.809 0.678 0.684

Table 1: Results of model inversion attack on Graph Neural Networks

• RQ1: How effective is GraphMI?
• RQ2: Which edges are more likely to be
• RQ3: Is differential privacy an effective countermeasure

against model inversion attacks on GNN?

5.1 Experimental Settings
Datasets: Our graph model inversion attack method is eval-
uated on 7 public datasets from 4 categories. The detailed
statistics of them are listed in the appendix.

• Citation Networks: We use Cora and Citeseer [Sen et al.,
2008]. Here, nodes are documents with corresponding
bag-of-words features and edges denote citations among
nodes. Class labels denote the subfield of research that
the papers belong to.

• Social Networks: Polblogs [Adamic and Glance, 2005]
is the network of political blogs whose nodes do not have
features.

• Air-Traffic Networks: The air-traffic networks are based
on flight records from USA and Brazil. Each node is an
airport and an edge indicates a commercial airline route
between airports. Labels denote the level of activity in
terms of people and flights passing through an airport
[Ribeiro et al., 2017].

• Chemical Networks: AIDS [Riesen and Bunke, 2008]
and ENZYMES [Borgwardt et al., 2005] are chemical
datasets that contain many molecure graphs, each node
is an atom and each link represents chemical bonds.

Target Models: In our evaluation, we use 3 state-of-the-
art GNN models: GCN [Kipf and Welling, 2017], GAT
[Veličković et al., 2018] and GraphSAGE [Hamilton et al.,
2017]. The parameters of the models are the same as those set
in the original papers. To train a target model, 10% randomly
sampled nodes are used as the training set. All GNN mod-
els are trained for 200 epochs with an early stopping strategy
based on convergence behavior and accuracy on a validation
set containing 20% randomly sampled nodes. In GraphMI at-
tack experiments, attackers have labels of all the nodes and
feature vectors. All the experiments are conducted on Tesla
V100 GPUs.
Parameter Settings: In experiments, we set α = 0.001,
β = 0.0001, ηt = 0.1 and T = 100 as the default setting. We
show how to find optimal values for hyper-parameters in the
following section.
Metrics: Since our attack is unsupervised, the attacker can-
not find a threshold to make a concrete prediction through the
algorithm. To evaluate our attack, we use AUC (area under

Figure 3: Attack performance of GraphMI on different Graph Neural
Networks.

the ROC curve) and AP (average precision) as our metrics,
which is consistent with previous works [Kipf and Welling,
2016]. In experiments, we use all the edges from the train-
ing graph and the same number of randomly sampled pairs of
unconnected nodes (non-edges) to evaluate AUC and AP.

5.2 Results and Discussions
Attack Performance. Results for model inversion attacks
on GCN are summarized in table 1. There are two base-
line methods, attribute similarity (abbreviated as Attr. Sim.)
and MAP. Attribute similarity is measured by cosine distance
among node attributes, which is commonly used in previous
works [He et al., 2021]. We adapt the model inversion method
from [Fredrikson et al., 2015], MAP to the graph neural net-
work setting as the other baseline. Note that some datasets
such as Polblogs dataset do not have node attributes, so that
we assign one-hot vectors as their attributes. They are not ap-
plicable for the attack based on attribute similarity. As can be
observed in table 1, GraphMI achieves the best performance
across nearly all the datasets, which demonstrates the effec-
tiveness of GraphMI. One exception is Citesser where the
attack performance of GraphMI is relatively lower than at-
tribute similarity, which could be explained by more abundant
node attribute information of Citeseer compared with other
datasets. Thus using node attribute similarity alone could
achieve good performance in the Citesser dataset.

In figure 3, we show the attack performance of GraphMI
on three GNNs. We observe that GraphMI has better attack
performance on GAT model. This may be explained by the
fact that GAT model is more powerful and is able to build a
stronger correlation between graph topology and node labels.
GraphMI can take advantage of such a stronger correlation
and achieve better attack performance.

In figure 4, we present the influence of node label propor-
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Figure 4: Impact of node label proportion.

(a) (b)

Figure 5: Results of parameter analysis on Cora dataset

tion on attack performance. As can be observed from the
plot, with fewer node labels, the attack performance will drop
gradually. But GraphMI can still achieve over 80 % AUC and
AP when only 20% node labels are available, which again
verifies the effectiveness of GraphMI.

We also explore the sensitivity of hyper-parameters α and
β for GraphMI. In the experiments, we alter the value of α
and β to see how they affect the performance of GraphMI.
Specifically, we vary α from 0.00025 to 0.008 and β from
0.00005 to 0.0016 in a log scale of base 2. The attack perfor-
mance change of GraphMI is illustrated in Fig 5. As we can
observe, the attack performance of GraphMI can be boosted
when choosing proper values for all the hyper-parameters.

Edge Influence. We do experiments to verify our claim that
edges with greater influence are more likely to be inferred
successfully through model inversion attack. Note that it will
be very time-consuming to measure the influence of each
edge exactly. According to equation (16), removing edges
with greater influence will cause greater drop of prediction
accuracy. To select edges with great influence, we apply the
state-of-the-art topology attack [Xu et al., 2019] on graphs
by removing edges. In Figure 6, we show that for edges with
top 5% influence GraphMI achieves the attack AUC of nearly
1.00 in Cora dataset. This implies that the privacy leakage
will be more severe if sensitive edges are those with greater
influence.

Defense Performance of Differentail Privacy. Differen-
tial privacy (DP) is one general approach for protecting pri-
vacy. Here, we investigate the impact of differential pri-
vacy on GraphMI attacks. (ε, δ) - DP is ensured by adding
Gaussian noise to clipped gradients in each training iteration
[Abadi et al., 2016]. In experiments, δ is set to 10−5 and the

Figure 6: Impact of edge influence on the performance of the
GraphMI attack.

Method ACC GraphMI AUC

ε = 1.0 0.48 0.60
ε = 5.0 0.65 0.72
ε = 10.0 0.78 0.84
no DP 0.80 0.87

Table 2: The performance of the GraphMI attack against GCN
trained with differential privacy on Cora dataset

noise scale is varied to obtain target GNN models with differ-
ent ε from 1.0 to 10.0. The GraphMI attack performance and
their model utility are presented in Table 2. As the privacy
budget ε drops, the performance of GraphMI attack deterio-
rates at the price of a huge utility drop. Generally, enforcing
DP on target models cannot prevent GraphMI attack.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we presented GraphMI, a model inversion at-
tack method against Graph Neural Networks. Our method
was specifically designed and optimized for extracting pri-
vate graph-structured data from GNNs. Extensive experimen-
tal results showed its effectiveness on several state-of-the-art
graph neural networks. We also explored and evaluated the
impact of node label proportion and edge influence on the
attack performance. Finally, we showed that imposing dif-
ferential privacy on graph neural networks can hardly protect
privacy while preserving decent utility.

This paper provided potential tools for investigating the
privacy risks of deep learning models on graph-structured
data. Interesting future directions include: 1) Extending the
current work to a black-box setting.2) Design countermea-
sures with a better trade-off between utility and privacy.
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